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AGENDA

- Latest stats & status
- Reminders!
- Upcoming system functionality
- Financial update
- Update on mailed paper manifests
- Demo of new corrections functionality
- Update on implementation
Stats and Status

- System successfully launched June 30, 2018!
- Manifests received = 154,848
- Avg. manifest per day
  - July – 466
  - August – 2,483
  - September – 5,727
Reminder #1: Receiving facilities have until September 30, 2018, to submit manifests received between June 30 and September 1, 2018.

- Manifests received after September 1, 2018, must be submitted within 30 days of receipt.
- **Reminder #2: Receiving facilities should submit top copy manifests only to EPA**
  - Do not need to mail top copies to states
  - (Some states may continue to collect paper copies of the generator copy.)
UPCOMING SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY

- **New Functionality in Production**
  - Corrections – allows industry handlers to correct manifest data
  - Signature shortcut
  - Non-hazardous manifests

- **Upcoming Functionality**
  - Broker – allow users to prepare manifest for a site
    - Pre-production - Fall
  - Transporters create manifest
    - Pre-production – Fall
  - Public reports (via RCRAInfo Web) - Fall

- **Next Steps**
  - Prioritize functionality with external stakeholders to plan next major release
$25k daily credit card limit on pay.gov

- The Treasury Department has established a $24,999.99 processing limit per credit card, per day.
- ACH payments through e-Manifest have a $99,999,999.99 daily limit.
- EPA to reach out to the likely affected companies soon.
- For ACH instructions, please email e-manifestfinancialhelp@epa.gov.
**PROCESSING MAILED PAPER**

- **Paper manifests have not yet been processed**

  - EPA is in the processing of working with the paper processing center to catalog and batch manifests for upload and data entry.
  
  - We are contacting sites that have submitted paper manifests but do not have a registered site manager.

  - Initial processing will begin soon.
Demonstration of how to amend a manifest after submission to EPA.
We are working to compile a list of wastes required to be manifested by states. Hoping to have this available online by the end of the year 2018.

- Additional wastes that are broader in scope than the RCRA listed and characteristic wastes, and
- Additional wastes subject to state law manifest requirement when state program does not adopt a federal exemption.
Submit input/questions to eManifest@epa.gov
Help desk: (833) 501-6826
Participate in our monthly webinars
To subscribe to the general program Listserv. Send a blank message to: eManifest-subscribe@lists.epa.gov
To subscribe to the developers only Listserv send a blank message to: e-manifestdev-subscribe@lists.epa.gov
Visit the program web site: http://www.epa.gov/e-manifest